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We study the oxygen reduction (ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and based on previous
obtained mechanistic insight we provide a unified general analysis of the two reactions simultaneously.
The analysis shows that control over at least two independent binding energies is required to obtain a
reversible perfect catalyst for both ORR and OER. Often only the reactivity of the surface is changed by
changing from one material to another and all binding energies scale with the reactivity. We investigate
the limitation in efficiency imposed by these linear scaling relations. This analysis gives rise to a double
volcano for ORR and OER, with a region in between, forbidden by the scaling relations. The reversible
perfect catalyst for both ORR and OER would fall into this “forbidden region”. Previously, we have found
that hydrogen acceptor functionality on oxide surfaces can improve the catalytic performance for OER
beyond the limitations originating from the scaling relations. We use this concept to search for promising
combinations of binding sites and hydrogen donor/acceptor sites available in transition metal doped
graphene, which can act as a catalyst for ORR and OER. We find that MnN4-site embedded in graphene
by itself or combined with a COOH is a promising combination for a great combined ORR/OER catalyst.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Energy conversion between free energy in the form of elec-
tricity and free energy bound in chemical fuels is a central part of
any future renewable energy scenario. The so-called hydrogen
economy combining the energy storage in energetically useable
hydrogen, generated via water electrolysis with energy release in
hydrogen fuel cells represents the most compelling of these sce-
narios. In practical terms the hydrogen economy scenario com-
bines two technological devices – water electrolyzer and fuel cell.

Water electrolyzers consist of a cathode where protons are
reduced to hydrogen gas and an anode where water is oxidized to
oxygen [1], which is an unavoidable byproduct. Electrolyzers ty-
pically employ rare metal such as Pt or Pt alloys as cathode catalyst
meisl).
[1–3] and oxide based anode. The most common anodes are based
on oxides of Ru, Ir and Ti and are usually described as Di-
mensionally Stable Anodes (DSAs) [4]. The performance of the
state-of-the-art electrolyzers is controlled by the anodic oxygen
production, since in contrast to the cathode reaction – (production
of hydrogen) there are no catalysts that can oxidize water without
requiring a substantial driving force. Therefore, the Oxygen Evo-
lution Reaction (OER) is the main contributor to the electrolyzers’
overpotential. Furthermore, the conditions for OER are rather
harsh and so far known active catalysts for OER are fundamentally
unstable in acid. Development of an active, efficient and stable
catalyst for OER, represents, therefore, one of the major challenges
in electrocatalysis [5,6].

The reverse of water electrolysis is electrochemical power
generation in a hydrogen fuel cell. The fuel is oxidized at the anode
while oxygen is reduced to water at the cathode. The cathode
materials of choice are typically Pt [7,8] or Pt alloys with transition
metals (such as Pt3Ni) or rare earth metals [9,10]. Similarly to the
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water electrolyzers the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is the
main source of the power loss in a fuel cell [11]. The dream catalyst
would be able to catalyze both OER and ORR close to the equili-
brium potential. This would in principle alloy for efficient OER and
ORR catalysis in the same devise, so called regenerative fuel cells
working as both fuel cell and electrolyzers.

It has been previously established that the overpotentials are
related to OER and ORR being 4-electrons reactions involving at
least three intermediates along the reaction pathway [7,12]. All the
intermediates have to bind with exactly the right strength to the
surface to get the ideal catalysis of OER and ORR. It is evident, that
to optimize simultaneously the binding of all the involved inter-
mediates on a single catalyst surface may be an impossible task. It
turns out that by controlling only the surface reactivity it is im-
possible to optimize the binding of one of the intermediates
without compromising the binding of the others [29]. This is also
discussed in paper by Herranz et al. and Zeng and Greeley in this
Electrocatalysis Special Issue [34,35].

To increase the performance of existing catalyst materials or to
find alternatives both reactions are subjects of intense research.
Based on experimental and computational work several alter-
native water oxidation catalysts using abundant cobalt or man-
ganese oxides [13–16] has been proposed. Improvements beyond
the activity of the pure oxides has been obtained by mixing with
other transition metals [17–19]. Similarly the presence of small
amounts of Au mixed cobalt or manganese oxides was shown to
result in significant improvements of the activity [20–22].

For the ORR transition metal and nitrogen doped graphenes
(Me-N-C) [23–29] are studied extensively, also in this Special Issue
[30–33], as potential non-precious oxygen reduction catalysts. In
the latter case it has been suggested that contamination by traces
of metals is the reason for their activity towards ORR [36]. So far,
only in a few cases a catalytic activity for the OER has been dis-
cussed for these Me-N-C catalysts [37,38].

In the present study we have developed a combined model for
both the OER and ORR based on recent mechanistic insights.
Firstly, we assume that the binding of all intermediates can be
controlled independently. Then we explore the limitations im-
posed by general linear scaling relationships, which are known to
exist between the reactions' intermediates [39]. We find that
control over at least two independent parameters is needed to
optimize the catalysis. We then suggest a model system which
provides these two independent, tunable parameters. We perform
a computational screening applying Density Functional Theory
(DFT) calculations for Mn, Fe and Co and nitrogen (Me-N4) em-
bedded in graphene, combined with different hydrogen transfer
moieties (NH2, OH, graphene-H and COOH). We suggest promising
combinations as potential ORR/OER catalysts. We only focus on the
catalytic activity and the influence of the hydrogen transfer moeity
and neglect the systems' stability.
2. Results and discussions

OER and ORR can be viewed as two reversed sequences of the
same four coupled proton and electron charge transfer processes
listed below as reactions (1)–(4). All the included elementary re-
actions are written in the oxidation direction. The mononuclear
ORR and OER mechanisms proceeds via *–OH,*¼O and *–OOH
intermediates.

*þH2O⇌*–OHþHþþe� (1)

*–OH⇌*¼OþHþþe� (2)

*¼OþH2O⇌*–OOHþHþþe� (3)
*–OOH⇌*þHþþe�þO2 (4)

From these reactions the individual reaction energies are given
by:

Δ = ( )G G 51 OH

Δ = − ( )G G G 62 O OH

Δ = − ( )G G G 73 OOH O

Δ = – ( )G G G 84 O2 OOH

To ensure that each of the individual steps proceed sponta-
neously additional driving force needs to be provided. This addi-
tional driving force can be viewed as a potential, which needs to
be applied to enable a given reaction step and will here be ad-
dressed as the potential. This is the computational hydrogen
electrode model and in this framework there is no barrier for the
proton transfer [7]. In the case of reaction sequence(s) (1)–(4) we
can assume that the potential of the individual steps results from
the differences in binding energy of the different intermediates
before and after a charge is transferred. The entire ORR and OER
are controlled by the reaction step requiring the highest driving
force. This means that the potential limiting step for the OER is the
maximum of reaction energies, ΔG1–4, while in the case of the ORR
it represents the minimum of the reaction energies, ΔG1–4. The
ideal electrocatalyst needs no driving force to catalyze the reac-
tions, this means that all reaction energies are exactly equal to
1.23 eV, which is the equilibrium potential for OER/ORR.

Unifying the theoretical approach for OER and ORR we assume
that all the reaction energies, ΔG1–4, can be tuned independently
with the only constraint that the binding of *–OH is equal to half
the binding of *¼O. This means that Eq. (9) is valid for 33 out of 52
of the oxides considered [39], 46 out of 60 metals and alloys
considered [40] and for 14 out of 18 possible Me-N4 sites con-
sidered in this study within a 70.2 eV margin. It is therefore not
impossible for a single site to be the perfect catalyst for both re-
actions (1) and (2). This can be written as:

Δ =Δ ( )G G 91 2

Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ = ( )G G G G 4.92 eV 101 1 3 4

Δ = − Δ − Δ ( )G 4.92 eV G 2 G 114 3 1

We can write the potentials for ORR and OER as:

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= Δ Δ Δ Δ ( )U Min G G G G /e 12ORR
1, 2, 3, 4

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= Δ Δ Δ Δ ( )U Max G G G G /e. 13OER
1, 2, 3, 4

With the relations (9)–(11), UORR, (12) and UOER, (13), become
functions of two independent parameters e.g. ΔG1 and ΔG3. We
note that (Eqs. (12) and 13) are independent on the reaction path
the only statement is that the reactions consist of four steps each
related with a proton and electron transfer. The reaction (1)–(4) is
a good choice of intermediates that have shown to described the
potential limitations for both reactive and more noble catalysts.
The energy landscapes for the ORR (blue pyramid) and OER (green
pyramid) based on these simplifications are shown in Fig. 1. This
three dimensional plot (Fig. 1(a)) shows that the perfect catalyst is
represented by the common vertices of both pyramids. However,
this also means that both ΔG1 and ΔG3 has to have exactly the
right value.

The major obstacle in the catalysts optimization is the inter-
dependence of the binding of the intermediate of the first and the



Fig. 1. Two pyramids which depict the best achievable potential for the ORR (blue) and the potential of the potential determining step for the OER (green) as a function of the
first and the third reaction free energies. The constraint set by the constant offset of 3.2 eV between *–OH and *–OOH is represented by the red plane. The red plane that cuts
the two pyramids creating two separate volcanoes for OER and ORR which are darkened. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. 2D cross section represented by the red plane in Fig. 1 with the ORR (blue)
and OER (green) volcano. The black dotted line visualizes the optimal potential of
1.23 eV for both ORR and OER. The ORR data for metals and alloys in gray are
obtained from the literature [40] considered for the oxygen reduction reaction, OER
data for oxides in black obtained from [39] and Me-N-C catalyst in red considered
for both the ORR and OER which are listed in SI. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 3. (a) The catalytic cycle for OER clock wise and ORR anti clock wise at a single site T
TM site.

Fig. 4. A comparison between predictions from linear scaling relations for *–OH.
*¼O and *–OOH intermediates and the results obtained for different TM-N-C sites.
TM is either Co, Fe or Mn.
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third electron/proton transfer step, i.e. of *–OH and *–OOH. To tune
ΔG1 and ΔG3 the binding of *–OH and *–OOH has to be tuned
independently. This is impossible as the difference in energy of
these intermediates is constant on simple surfaces and equal to ca.
3.2 eV [12,39]. Keeping in mind that the entire electrode process
has an energy change of 4.92 eV (i.e. 1.23 eV for each electron/
M and (b) the catalytic cycle including a hydrogen acceptor/donor site A nearby the
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Fig. 5. The different types of Me-N-C sites used in this study with either pyrrolic coordination (a) or pyridnic coordination (b). The influence of a trans standing amino (c) and
amido (NH2) (d) ligand is also modelled here visualized in a pyrrolic embedding.

Fig. 6. ORR (green) and OER (blue) volcanoes using a secondary active site as a
proton donor (ORR) or acceptor (OER) group. Within these approximations the
thermodynamic limit of 1.23 V is theoretically achievable and some catalysts ap-
proach this limit. The volcanos based on the scaling between *–OH and *–OOH is
shown for comparison in dashed lines. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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proton transfer step) the interdependence of the first and third
intermediate imposes a severe restriction on the catalyst optimi-
zation. It means that the minimum average energy for reaction
(2) and (3) is at least 1.6 eV (3.2 eV/2). As the energy difference
between each of the four intermediate ideally should be 1.23 eV a
minimum overpotential of at least �0.4 V is obtained for both OER
and ORR. Therefore, scaling relations between *–OH and *–OOH
prevent any compound with a single site mechanism to be a
perfect catalyst for either the OER or the ORR.

The linear scaling relations between *–OH and *–OOH dictate
that catalysts surfaces can exist only in a subspace of the energy
landscape represented by the two pyramids in Fig. 1. This subspace
is illustrated in Fig. 1 as the plane intersects both pyramids based
on the premise that ΔG1þ3.2 eV¼ΔG3þ2ΔG1. The boundaries of
this cross section form the volcano curves for OER and ORR. This
graphical representation clearly outlines two facts:

) The apexes of the OER and ORR volcanos deviate from the po-
sition of the apex of the pyramids suggesting that a large driving
force is needed even on the best catalysts (fulfilling the scaling
relation) for each of the considered processes.

) The apexes of the ORR and OER volcanos appear at different
values for ΔG1 and ΔG3, which means that a good catalyst on
the top of volcano for e.g. ORR is not a good catalyst for OER.

These two features are direct consequences of the scaling re-
lations. This means that there is a forbidden region between the
two volcanos and the perfect reversible ORR and OER catalyst (the
apex of the two pyramids in Fig. 1) is in this forbidden region.

The consequences for eletrolyzers and fuels cells are that a high
overpotential is needed to obtain a high current density. It also
means that for catalysts limited by the scaling relation is it im-
possible to find a material that can work as both electrolyzer an-
ode and fuel cell cathode without compromising the efficiency
compared to electrolyzers and fuel cells separately.

Two volcanos are shown in Fig. 2 with data obtained from lit-
erature for the OER (green) [39] and the ORR (blue) [40] and the
Me-N-C catalysts (red) considered in this study. The x-axis for the
two volcanos is chosen to capture the potential limiting step
which is in this case is ΔG2. This is an unconventional descriptor
for the ORR as ΔG1 is usually the chosen descriptor. However,
metal surfaces do not suffer from the same scatter in binding of
*¼O as oxides and Me-N-C catalysts do so chose of descriptor have
little to no influence on the predicted overpotentials since as
ΔG1¼ΔG2.

Most real catalysts are to be found on these two volcanos. For
ORR a close comparison between the experimental and the theo-
retical volcano has been done on well-ordered single crystal faces
of Pt, PtCu and Pt3Ni alloys [41]. For OER experimental work in
both the groups of Shao-Horn [17] and Jaramillo [42] have seen the
same potential limits and the shape of the double volcano. Mole-
cular analogs to the presented Me-N-C catalysts have also been



Fig. 7. Functionalised graphene sheet considered as hydrogen transfer moieties. (a) R-OH in plane (b) R-NH2 in plane (c) R-COOH in plane (d) R-H2 on the edge (e) R-OH out
of plane (f) R-NH2 out of the plane. The R-H2 is a special case as it is positioned at the edge, but the H is not in the plane of the graphene sheet.
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analyzed using a double volcano analysis [43]. The interesting
challenge that remains is to find a system capable of catalysis in
the region between the ORR and OER volcanos, apparently for-
bidden by the scaling relations.

The restriction imposed from scaling relations may be bypassed
introducing an alternative OER/ORR mechanism involving a com-
bined catalytic site. For Fe-N-C catalysts it was reported that the
catalytic activity for the ORR was significantly enhanced by pro-
viding protons during ORR from NHþ-sites in the vicinity of the
FeN4-sites [44]. In addition to this, it has recently been demon-
strated that Ni modified RuO2 [45] and later for Au doped Mn and
Co oxides [46] may bypass the scaling relations by avoiding the
problematic *–OOH intermediate. DFT calculations identified Ru-
O-Ni m-oxo bridges or Au¼O moieties acting as H acceptor units.
The induced hydrogen acceptor functionality places the Ni and Co
RuO2 based catalysts as well Au doped MnO2 catalysts into the
region forbidden by the scaling relations in Fig. 2. Confined spaces
where some intermediates can bind to multiple sites have in si-
mulations shown the same functionality [47]. This, in principle,
bypasses the major obstacle preventing reaching the ideal cata-
lysts for both the ORR and OER as defined above.

Adopting the possible hydrogen transfer into the oxygen evo-
lution mechanism requires the presence of a second surface site to
complement the oxygen intermediates:
*¼OþAþH2O⇌*þA–HþO2þ*þHþþe� (14)

where A denotes a fully independent site that can accept the
hydrogen and * denotes the oxygen binding site. The functionality
of both sites is needed and they combine into an active site of the
OER and ORR. This combined active site can reduce the over-
potential for catalysts residing on the strong binding branch of the
OER volcano (which are limited by formation of the *–OOH in-
termediate (ΔG3)). This may push the overpotentials of the OER
below the 0.4 eV limit. The catalytic cycles for the single site and
combined sites are shown in Fig. 3a and b respectively.

The beneficial effect on the ORR and OER is illustrated in Fig. 3
(an example of energy diagrams is shown in Fig. 12). In case of
water oxidation the first reaction steps resulting in the formation
of *–OH and *¼O are not influenced by the availability of a hy-
drogen acceptor unit. This is in contrast to *–OOH. In the presence
of a suitable acceptor A the reaction may directly proceed from
*¼O to the formation of O2 under reduction of A to A-H. The
driving force for this reaction is the significantly higher stability of
O2þA-H compared to *–OOH. This alternative reaction path allows
the reaction to proceed at a lower overpotential as it effectively
avoids the potential determining formation of *–OOH. Similarly
allow hydrogen donors for the direct breaking of the O-O bond
during the first step of the ORR. This results in the formation of



Table 1
The redox potentials of the considered transition metal-free protonable functional
groups are summarised. PyrroleH4 and PyridineH4 correspond to the fully reduced
metall free Pyrrolic and Pyridinic sites while Pyrrole and Pyridine correspond to
maximally oxidized Pyrrolic and Pyridinic sites. The structures of PyrroleHn and
PyridineHn are shown in the SI.

Free pyridinic graphene

System Position ΔGox (eV)

Pyridine-H4-PyridineH3þ0.5H2 �0.40
Pyridine-H3-PyridineH2þ0.5H2 �0.48
Pyridine-H2-PyridineH þ0.5H2 1.91
Pyridine-H-PyridineH þ0.5H2 2.16

Free pyrrolic graphene
Pyrrole-H4-PyrroleH3þ0.5H2 0.69
Pyrrole-H3-PyrroleH2þ0.5H2 0.59
Pyrrole-H2-PyrroleH þ0.5H2 1.97
Pyrrole-H-PyrroleH þ0.5H2 2.59

Other organic hydrogen donors
R-OH-R-O�þ0.5H2 out of plane 1.65

in plane �0.60
R-NH2-R-NH�þ0.5H2 Out of plane 2.52

In plane 0.56
R-COOH - R-COO�þ0.5H2 Out of plane CO2 desorbs

In plane 1.05
R-H2-R-Hþ0.5 h2 1.14

Fig. 8. Illustration of the concept of the specific region in which a MnN4-sites with
pyridinic N-coordination adsorbing O containing species while an in-plane car-
boxylic acid in the vicinity is acting as a protonable group. This particular motif has
a very promising activity as bifunctional catalyst for both OER and ORR.
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Fig. 9. The influence of introducing the out of plane facing R-OH hydrogen transfer
moiety in the vicinity of a MeN4 sites embedded in graphene sheets and the re-
sulting change of the volcanos for the OER (blue) and ORR (green). The volcanos
based on the scaling between *–OH and *–OOH is shown for comparison in dashed
lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. The influence of introducing the in plane R-NH2 hydrogen transfer moiety
on a graphene sheet in the vicinity of a MeN4 sites and the resulting change of the
volcanos for the OER (blue) and ORR (green). The volcanos based on the scaling
between *–OH and *–OOH is shown for comparison in dashed lines. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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*¼O and an oxidized donor A. Accordingly the overpotential of the
ORR may be decreased for catalysts at the weak binding side of the
volcano as this alternative reaction route avoids the potential de-
termining reduction of O2 to *–OOH. Generally the H-acceptor/
donor should be chosen such that its redox potential is close to the
ideal 1.23 eV in order to avoid the recovery of the acceptor/donor
unit to become potential determining.

The Me-N-C catalysts offer an ideal toolbox as they allow for
relatively simple variation of binding sites (*) and independent
hydrogen donor and acceptor sites (A). We use a test set com-
prising Me-N4 sites (Me¼Fe, Co and Mn) with pyrrolic and pyr-
idinic coordination, to vary the nature of the oxygen binding site
*-sites, combined with a set of independent H acceptor/donor, A,
sites.

The DFT calculations show that the behavior of the binding
sites alone complies with the scaling relations restrictions
predicted for the binding of the *–OOH intermediate (see Fig. 4).
The deviations from the scaling relation for *–OH and *–OOH is of
the order of 0.1 eV. The calculated binding energies for *¼O show
some deviations from the scaling relations, which is well known
for oxides [39] and for Me-N-C [27]. The binding sites * behave,
therefore, in the conventional manner as other catalyst surfaces.

One possible scenario is that a that an additional protonable
ligand binds to the Me-N-C site through a nitrogen atom close to
the active site [49,50]. While such a ligand could certainly act as a
hydrogen donor unit it might also be interpreted as a sixth ligand
bound to the active site resulting in an octahedral coordination
sphere. In the present study this additional ligand is modeled by a
trans standing ammonia ligand as shown in Fig. 5. The potentials
at which OER and ORR proceeds, an oxidation of ammonia to an
amino group may be possible. This possibility was checked for all
considered structures. Further oxidation of the *–NH3 to *–NH2

resulted in higher overpotentials required for OER and ORR in all
cases.
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Fig. 11. The influence of introducing the in plane R-COOH hydrogen transfer moiety
on a graphene sheet in the vicinity of a MeN4-sites embedded in graphene sheets
and the resulting change of the volcanos for the OER (blue) and ORR (green). The
volcanos based on the scaling between *–OH and *–OOH is shown for comparison
in dashed lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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We now combine the functionalities of *-sites and A-sites. As a
first example we use a second active site, HO–* and O¼*, as hy-
drogen donor and acceptor respectively. This means that one
should imagine two *-sites close to each other so that a hydrogen
can be transferred. The resulting volcano is shown in Fig. 6 and is
compared with the volcano based on scaling between *–OH and *–
OOH with dashed lines. This binuclear mechanism has in principle
no thermodynamic overpotential, but it requires that the two ac-
tive sites are arranged in a very specific manner. Furthermore the
secondary active site is potentially blocked for hydrogen transfer
due to its own catalytic activity for the mononuclear mechanism
[46]. Although the theoretical assessment of the catalytic activity
of the Me-N-C sites may suggest a high activity, their application
may be hindered by practical considerations (e.g. catalysts stability
at the conditions of the OER) which are not involved in the ana-
lysis reflected in Fig. 6.

The active site described here closely resembles the Pacman
molecules which have been investigated for ORR activity [51]. In
Fig. 6 in is see that ORR volcano (limited by the scaling relation) is
dominated by Fe containing sites, whereas the OER volcano top is
dominated by Co. The best sites for the combine the functionality,
however, is dominated by Mn. This supports the general finding
that FeN4 site are good for ORR, and that Co based oxides are a fair
OER catalyst. However, the findings here suggests that for the
combined sites and thereby to go beyond the limitations put
Fig. 12. Free energy diagrams for Pyrrolic Mn-NH3 are depicted assuming a
forward by the scaling relations, Mn is the best candidate.
However, due to the heterogeneous composition in the Me-N-C

catalysts there are several possibilities for hydrogen transfers.
Various functional groups can form during synthesis. Among
others free pyrrolic and pyridinic sites as well as carboxy groups,
hydroxy groups and amino groups may be formed (see Fig. 7).
Additionally the conjugated π-system may be partially reduced.
The redox properties of several likely donor sites are summarized
in Table 1. Due to their unfavorable redox potentials neither free
pyrrolic nor free pyridinic sites are expected to have a significant
beneficial influence by acting as H acceptor or donor sites.

Organic functional groups either facing in-plane or out-of-
plane on a nearby graphene sheet can serve as a protonable group
which would allow for a breaking of the scaling between the *–OH
and *–OOH. The calculated redox-potentials for the considered H
donor/acceptor, A, sites is shown in Table 1. The in-plane facing
R-COOH and partially hydrogenated C-C double bonds are found to
show the most favorable redox potentials (i.e. potentials close to
1.23 eV) among all considered systems. An illustration of the
model systems for the considered as likely protonable groups that
can act as a protonable group which can influence the OER and/or
ORR is shown in Fig. 7. These system have a molecular analog in
the form of the hangman porphyrins which also been investigated
for ORR activity [52]. Similarly also the trans standing Me-NH2

/Me-NH3 groups could act as H-donors or acceptors. Indeed fa-
vorable energetics are found for bare Pyrrolic and Pyridinic Fe-NH3

/Fe-NH2 as well as for bare and *–OH covered Pyrdinic Mn-NH3

/Mn-NH2. In reality however these sites may not be available as
the transition metal itself acts as active site for OER and ORR
(Fig. 8).

Common to all these protonable groups is that their redox
potentials are independent of the metal ion in the Me-N-C site.
The thermodynamic overpotential now depends on the binding of
*¼O to the Me-N-C site and the redox potential of the hydrogen
donor group, A. The hydrogen transfer to an auxillary protonable
group is also interesting as they in acidic electrolyte do not serve
as a catalytic site for ORR and OER themselves and thereby don’t
reduce the number of active sites and are not blocked by the in-
termediates of the ORR and OER. The concept of the active site for
either ORR or OER with MeN4 sites embedded in graphene ad-
sorbing the O containing species and a nearby protonable group is
illustrated in Fig. 9.

We plot the results for in-plane R-OH, R-NH2 and R-COOH and
the resulting change in the theoretical limits in Figs. 9, 10 and 11
respectively.

The in-plane R-OH functional group binds H too weakly to in-
crease the activity of OER catalysts beyond the apex of the volcano
which give a large flat region where the potential is limited by the
mechanism without H-transfer and H-transfer to/from a R-COOH group.
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redox potential of the acceptor site of the protonable groups. ORR
catalysts can benefit from protonable groups and achieve lower
overpotentials than the 0.4 V limit predicted by a mononuclear
OER/ORR reaction mechanism, see Fig. 9.

R-NH2 in contrast binds H too strongly and therefore only OER
catalysts can be improved beyond the 0.4 V limit. Still a sizable
increase in activity can be achieved for otherwise poor catalysts,
see Fig. 10.

A more suitable hydrogen transfer moiety is the in plane
R-COOH which is significantly stabilized by the aromatic ring
system compared to the out-of-plane equivalent. Fig. 11 show that
both OER and ORR can obtain activities beyond the 0.4 V over-
potential. OER catalysts benefit slightly more as the overpotential
for the ORR catalyst ends up being limited by the slightly too low
redox potential of the hydrogen transfer moeity.

In conclusion from this analysis it is evident that a protonable
group in the vicinity of an active site for the OER or ORR could
potentially lower the thermodynamic overpotential. In this case
this is exemplified using MeN4-sites embedded in graphene
sheets with various functional organic groups.

In Fig. 12 the energy diagrams for Pyrrolic Mn-NH3 with and
without H-transfer to/from a R-COOH group is seen for both ORR
and OER. It is seen that the energies are very close to the ideal
reversible catalyst.
3. Computational details

To evaluate the activity of the different Pyrrolic and Pyridinic
Me-N-C sites simplified model systems were constructed (see
Fig. 4). Pyrrolic Me-N-c sites were modeled using a cubic unit cell
with 8.335 Å�8.335 Å and 20 Å in z direction. Pyridinic transition
metal doped graphene was modeled using a 8.58 Å�9.907 Å unit
cell with 20 Å in z-direction. All DFT calculations were performed
using the GPAW (version: 0.9.0.8965) [53,54] at the Generalized
Gradient Approximation (GGA) level of theory using the RPBE
functional [55]. The core electrons were modeled by Projector
Augmented Wavefunctions (PAWs) [56] (build: 0.9.9672). A
2�2�1 k-points set in combination with a 0.15 Å grid spacing
was employed. Convergence tests were performed for pyrrolic Fe-
N4-graphene. Increasing the accuracy to a 4�4�1 k-point set or a
0.1 Å grid spacing resulted only in minor changes in the binding
energies of the oxo and hydroxo intermediate. Spin was treated
explicitly for all systems and allowed to relax during the con-
vergence of the wave function. The geometries were optimized
using the BFGS algorithm as implemented into ASE (version: 3.6.0)
[57]. The intermediates' binding energies used in the present study
were calculated following a procedure from literature including
the zero-point energies and entropy contributions [58]. The
binding free energies and the influence of protonable groups on
the overpotential for OER and ORR are available in the SI.
4. Conclusion

We have unified oxygen reduction and the oxygen evolution
reactions in a simple picture. It shows that we need control over
two independent binding energies to obtain the perfect reversible
ORR/OER catalyst. However, the linear scaling relations between
binding of HO–* and HOO* impose limitations. This gives rise to a
double volcano for ORR and OER. There is a region in between that
is forbidden by the scaling relations. Due to the scaling relation
there are no catalysts on which ORR and OER can proceed without
an overpotential. Furthermore, a good catalyst on the top of the
volcano for ORR is not on the top of the OER volcano. These con-
sequences of the scaling relations are also observed
experimentally for both ORR and OER.
The reversible perfect catalyst for both ORR and OER would fall

into the “forbidden region”. Previously, we have found that a hy-
drogen acceptor functionality on oxide surfaces can improve the
catalytic performance for OER beyond the limitations from the
scaling relations. We use this concept to search for promising
combinations of binding sites and hydrogen donor/acceptor sites.

The model system is the active site of Me-N-C catalysts (MeN4
embedded in graphene) for binding site for oxygen and different
possible hydrogen containing groups as hydrogen donor and ac-
ceptor. We find that among others MnN4-sites embedded in gra-
phene by itself or combined with a COOH group nearby is very
promising for both the OER and ORR if the system is sufficiently
stable.
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